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 This paper is concerned with the surface stability of a bubble in a liquid, fully covered by an 
elastic solid, which is common in natural and engineering applications. A theoretical model is 
described for the phenomenon, assuming that the bubble gas undergoes a polytropic process, the 
flow is irrotational and the variation of the liquid volume is proportionally related to the liquid 
pressure. The boundary valued problem is modelled using the perturbation method via the Legendre 
polynomials and the evolution equations for radial and shape oscillations of a confined bubble are 
formulated. We derive an explicit analytical expression for the natural frequency of shape modes 
for a confined bubble. The analyses lead to interesting conclusions including: The natural frequency 
of shape mode increases due to the confinement only if the cavity dimension is within 2-3 bubble 
radii, for which the shape oscillation of a bubble is always stable and damps with time; as the cavity 
dimension is 10 times larger than the bubble radius, the natural frequency for radial oscillation is 
significantly larger while the natural frequency for shape mode remains the same as that for an 
unconfined bubble; the influence of confinement on the natural frequency decreases with mode 
number. An unconfined bubble experiences shape mode oscillation under the Mathieu relation. In 
contrast, shape mode resonance of confined bubbles occurs only when both the radial resonance 
condition and the Mathieu relation are satisfied, which is associated with a much larger driving 
frequency of ultrasound.  
 
Key words: Bubble dynamics in confined liquid; Shape oscillation; Natural frequency 
 
Nomenclature 
ak    Amplitude of k-th shape mode 
k     Mode number of shape mode 
K    Bulk modulus 
p    Pressure 
pB      pressure inside bubble 
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pg      pressure of gas 
 
psat      pressure of saturated vapor 
(cos )kP       Legendre polynomials
 
rb    Radial component of bubble surface 
Rb    Mean radius of bubble 
Rc    Radius of cavity 
S      Surface shape function of bubble 
V     Volume 
α      Natural frequency ratio of confined bubble to unbounded bubble 
β      Ratio of cavity radius to bubble radius 
φ      Velocity potential 
ε      Dimensionless amplitude of acoustic wave 
ρ      Density  
μ      Viscosity 
Γ      Polytrophic index 
γ    Surface tension
 
ω      Frequency 
ωd     Driving frequency 
 
Subscript 
0      Initial state 
b       Bubble 
c       Cavity or confinement wall 
eq     Equilibrium state 
l        Liquid 
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1. Introduction 
 Surface mode oscillations or shape oscillations, are associated with the stability of a bubble 
and present an importance issue in bubble dynamics. Unstable shape oscillations bring about inertial 
collapse, causing noise and erosion to fluid machinery (Knapp et al. 1970). As contrast enhancing 
agents in ultrasound imaging, stable shape oscillations of bubbles contribute to the acoustic signal, 
which is different from the one yielded by blood vessel, so as to enhance blood-tissue contrast to 
improve the quality of image of blood vessels in sonography (Dollet et al. 2008). In this case, the 
contrast-agent bubbles are expected to exist as long as possible in order to elongate imaging time. 
The stability of the bubbles determines their residence time. Having a better understanding of 
surface mode oscillations of bubbles leads to a greater knowledge of the stable/unstable conditions. 
 The bubbles are confined in vessels in the above medical applications. Actually, confined 
bubbles are more widely found and utilized. For example, the expulsion of the spores of some 
special types of ferns is related to the dynamics of confined bubbles (Noblin et al. 2012). The 
bubbles in the liquids entrapped in rocks can provide information on the history of thermodynamic 
conditions (Roedder 1980; Marti et al. 2012). Also, during droughts, cavitation bubbles may form 
and be confined in plant vessels that convey water to various parts of the plant and damage the plant 
xylem, which is deemed as a reason for the death of plants (Tyree & Sperry 1989; Cochard 2006). 
Studies in plant science associated with cavitation and acoustic wave emission in plant xylem, 
especially that on drought-induced plant stress, are getting growing attention over recent years (de 
Roo et al. 2016). In addition, bubbles are increasingly being utilized in microfluidic systems where 
their confined dynamics are of crucial importance to device operation (Marmottant & Hilgenfeldt 
2004, Soltani et al. 2018). Therefore, a complete understanding of the surface mode oscillations of a 
bubble should include the effects of confinement.  
Interesting similarity exists between surface mode of bubbles and a free surface wave on a 
water surface (Lamb 1932; Lauterborn & Kurz 2010). This viewpoint starts from a flat horizontal 
surface dividing liquid and gas into two half spaces, with the gas filling the upper half space. 
Wrapping the liquid upwards to enclose a blob of gas leads to a bubble surrounded by the liquid. A 
small amplitude wave on the flat surface will become a small amplitude surface mode on the 
bubble. The periodic boundary conditions thereby impose definite frequencies for standing waves 
(shape oscillations) (Lauterbon & Kurz 2010). Free surface waves in a finite water depth are 
analogous to shape modes of a bubble in a confined cavity, and are significantly affected by the 
water depth. We are wandering if the shape mode oscillation of a bubble is affected by a confined 
cavity. 
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 Existing studies on shape oscillations are mostly for a bubble suspended in an infinite 
unbounded liquid without confinement (Plesset & Prosperetti 1977, Feng & Leal 1997; Brenner et 
al. 2002; Lauterborn & Kurz 2010). For unbounded bubbles, the Rayleigh-Taylor instability and the 
Mathieu instability are two typical mechanisms to induce shape instability (Hilgenfeldt et al. 1996). 
The former is the instability of an interface between two fluids of different densities which occurs 
when the lighter fluid is pushing the heavier fluid, occurring after the bubble radius reaches its 
minimum and the gas accelerates rapidly into the liquid (Sharp 1984). The typical time scale of the 
Rayleigh-Taylor instability is of the order of nanoseconds. The latter is related to the parametric 
instability (Benjamin 1964), yielding when the driving frequency of the acoustic wave, ωd, and the 
natural frequency of shape modes, ωk, satisfies the Mathieu relation 2ωk/ωd = n, where n is a natural 
number. The most unstable situations are for n = 1 or 2, namely one-two and one-one resonances, 
respectively (Feng & Leal 1993; Yang, Feng & Leal 1993). The time scale of the Mathieu 
instability is of the order of microseconds, much longer than that of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability. 
Experimental investigations of shape oscillations of bubbles are reported by Asaki et al. (1993, 
1995). The detailed process of shape oscillation of micron-sized single air bubbles is captured by 
Versluis et al. (2010) using high speed camera. In this work, we endeavour to figure out the 
mechanism of shape instability for confined bubbles. 
 We are concerned with the oscillation of the bubble shape within a liquid-filled cavity 
completely covered by an elastic solid. To reduce the complexity in the mathematical analysis, 
assumptions are made that the cavity and the bubble are spherical and concentric at the beginning. 
The features of the confined bubbles or cavities in non-concentric situations can be qualitatively 
indicated by that of this special case (Martynov et al. 2009). Numerical models for more general 
cases can be validated using the outcome of this work. 
 In this paper, a simple model is established to deal with the variations of pressure and volume 
in bubble gas, the ambient liquid motion, the cavity deformation and the interactions of the above. 
The gas in bubble is assumed to comply with adiabatic or isothermal conditions. In a confined 
space, the liquid pressure variation caused by bubble oscillation reaches a much greater extent. In 
the non-dimensionalized equation of continuity, the effect of water compressibility was 
demonstrated to be insignificant (Wang 2017). Therefore, we use incompressible continuity 
equation for the liquid motion, and the relationship between the pressure on the cavity surface and 
the liquid volume or the cavity volume is proportional. The governing equations are expanded in 
terms of the Legendre polynomials and the evolution equations for shape oscillations of the 
confined bubble are formulated.  
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In Sec. 2, we derive an explicit expression for the natural frequency of shape modes for a 
confined bubble. In Sec. 3, we analyse the effects of confinement on the frequency of shape modes 
along with the stability of shape modes in confinement. Two types of surface instabilities, the 
Rayleigh-Taylor instability and the parametric instability, are observed for confined bubbles. 
Concluding remarks are given in Sec. 4. 
 
2. Physical and mathematical modelling 
2.1 Dynamic equations 
 Figure 1 shows the schematic graph of a bubble confined in an elastic cavity filled with 
liquid. The system is composed of the elastic solid covering the cavity, the liquid between the cavity 
and the bubble, and the gas/vapor in the bubble. For the convenience of mathematical analysis, the 
cavity and the bubble are taken as spherical and concentric at the beginning. Rc(t) represents the 
instantaneous cavity radius, and the instantaneous radial coordinate of the bubble interface as rb(, 
t), where  is the angular coordinate. 
 
Figure 1. Schematic graph of the system where a gas bubble is confined in a cavity with elastic 
solid boundary that is concentric with the bubble. The cavity radius is denoted as Rc(t) and the 
bubble surface rb(, t). 
 
We assume that the bubble is approximately spherical, while undergoing nonlinear radial 
oscillation and shape oscillations with small amplitude. The shape perturbation to a spherical bubble 
can be expanded in terms of the spherical harmonics. With the restriction to axisymmetric 
deformation, which is applied in the present work for simplicity, the spherical harmonics reduce to 
the Legendre polynomials (cos )kP  . Thus, the bubble surface can be expressed as (Plesset 1954) 
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2
( , ) ( ) ( ) (cos )b b k k
k
r t R t a t P 


  ,                                              (2.1) 
where Rb is the mean radius, and ak is the amplitude of the k-th order surface mode, assuming ak(t) 
<< Rb(t). It is noted that the summation is from k = 2 since k = 1 is related to the translation of the 
non-deformed bubble and is not considered here. The volume of the bubble Vb is calculated to be 
3 3 2 2 2 2 3
2 3 4
0
2 4 12 12 4
sin ( ) ( )
3 3 15 21 9
b b b b b b b k kV r d R R a R a R a O R a O a
 
        ,          (2.2)
 
which implies the change of volume due to shape modes is at the order of O(Rbak
2) and higher, and 
thus neglected hereafter. Another assumption is that the cavity volume, Vc, is much larger than that 
of the bubble, i.e. Vc/Vb >> 1. Thus, the relationship between the variation of the pressure at 
confinement wall and the cavity volume is regarded as linear (Vincent & Marmottant 2017). 
0
0
0
c c
c c
c
V V
p p K
V

  ,                                                      (2.3) 
where pc and p0 are the transient liquid pressure at confinement wall and the initial liquid pressure, 
respectively, Vc0 is the initial cavity volume, and Kc is the bulk modulus of the elastic confinement. 
Since the volume change due to the shape modes is neglected as mentioned above, merely the 
shape mode does not change the stiffness of the system according to Eq. (2.3). Therefore, the 
cavity could keep spherical and the pressure on the cavity pc does not depend on .  
 The compressibility effects of water in the continuity equation can be neglected, i.e. 0 u  
(Wang 2017). Using the dimensionless analysis, it has been shown that the compressibility effects 
in the continuity equation are of the order of 0.01, when the variation amplitude of the liquid 
pressure is at 20 MPa. However, a small change in liquid volume may lead to the significant 
pressure variation. The liquid volume is deemed to vary proportionally to the pressure on the 
confinement boundary (Vincent & Marmottant 2017) 
 0
0
0
l l
c l
l
V V
p p K
V

  ,                                                          (2.4) 
where Kl is the bulk modulus of water, and Vl0 and Vl are the initial and the transient volumes of 
the liquid, respectively.  
 The total volume of the bubble and the liquid combined equals to that of the cavity (Wang 
2017), 
b l cV V V  ,      0 0 0=b l cV V V ,                                                        (2.5) 
where the transient and the initial volume of the bubble are denoted as Vb and Vb0, respectively. 
From equation (2.3-2.5) we have 
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   0 0 0 0 0
1 1
b b c c c l
c l
V V p p V p p V
K K
     .                                        (2.6) 
The assumption of Vc0 >> Vb0 leads to (Vincent & Marmottant 2017) 
    
 0 0
0
1 1
+b b c
c l c
V V
p p
V K K
 
  
 
,                                          (2.7) 
or 
0 0
0
( )c b b
c
K
p p V V
V
   ,       
+
l c
l c
K K
K
K K
 ,                                              (2.8) 
where K is defined as the effective bulk modulus for the system. K grows with Kl, the liquid bulk 
modulus and Kc, the confinement bulk modulus. Equation (2.8) can be approximated according to 
Eq. (2.2) as, 
3 3
0 03
0
( )c b b
c
K
p p R R
R
   .                                                    (2.9) 
The velocity potential satisfying Laplace’s equation is expressed based on an axisymmetric 
spherical coordinate as, 
 
 
 
 
 0 0 1
2
, , (cos )kk k kk
k
A t A t
r t B t B t r P
r r
  



 
    
 
 ,                          (2.10) 
where Ak(t) and Bk(t) are coefficients to be determined from the kinematic boundary conditions 
( ) 0
S
S
t


   

,                                                              (2.11) 
where S is the surface shape function, defined at the bubble interface as 
2
( ) ( ) (cos )b b k k
k
S S r R t a t P 


    ,                                             (2.12) 
and at the confinement as 
( )c cS S r R t   .                                                                 (2.13) 
 By substituting Eqs. (2.10) and (2.12) or (2.13), the second term of Eq. (2.11) is written as 
10
2 2
2
1 1
( ) ( 1) (cos )kk k kk
k
A AS S
S k kB r P
r r r r r r
 
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 




     
               
 ,         (2.14) 
where the higher order terms, following the multiplication of the Legendre polynomials, are 
eliminated (see Appendix A). Writing the kinematic boundary condition explicitly at the bubble 
interface and at the confinement, respectively, we obtain 
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10 0
2 3 2
2 2
2
( 1) (cos ) (cos )kkk k b k b k kk
k kb b b
A A A
a k kB R P R a P
R R R
 
 


 
 
       
 
  ,                (2.15) 
10
2 2
2
( 1) (cos )kk k c k ck
kc c
A A
k kB R P R
R R





 
      
 
 .                                         (2.16) 
Combining the above two equations and making use of the orthogonality of the Legendre 
polynomials, we obtain 
2 2
0 =b b c cA R R R R   ,                                                            (2.17)
 
1
2
2
( 1) kb kk k b kk
b b
R A
a k kB R a
R R


     ,                                             (2.18) 
1
2
( 1) 0kk k ck
c
A
k kB R
R


    .                                                      (2.19)
 
Combining Eqs. (2.18) and (2.19) results in 
1 2 1
2 1 2 1
( 2 )
( 1)( )
k k
b c k b k b
k k k
b c
R R a R a R
A
k R R
 
 


 
 ,                                                 (2.20a) 
1
2 1 2 1
( 2 )
( )
k
b k b k b
k k k
b c
R a R a R
B
k R R

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


,  for k  2.                                          (2.20b) 
The coefficients Ak and Bk are thus at the same order of ak. The coefficient B0 is a constant and does 
not affect the results as the velocity is proportional to the potential gradient.  
        If we substitute Ak and Bk into the expression of velocity potential (2.10) and evaluate it at r = 
Rc, the velocity potential due to the shape mode becomes 
 1 2 1
2 1
2
( 1) 1
c
k
kk
k b k b kk k
r R
A k
B r R a R a
r k k

 

   
 
                          (2.21) 
where /c bR R   is the confinement ratio. If β is much larger than 1, which is true for the present 
work, Eq. (2.21) approaches to zero. Therefore, the dynamic pressure due to shape mode can be 
neglected at the cavity, and it is reasonable to assume the pressure on the cavity pc is uniform 
spatially and independent on θ. 
The Bernoulli equation for the liquid flow reads 
2 21 1| | | |
2 2
b c
lb c
S S
p p
t t
 
   
    
         
    
,                            (2.22) 
where plb is the liquid pressure at the bubble interface, related to the pressure inside the bubble pB 
based on the dynamic boundary condition  (Plesset & Prosperetti 1977):  
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2
2
2lb A Bp p p
r

 

      

n ,                                                  (2.23) 
where pA is the acoustic pressure applied at the position of the bubble, μ is the liquid viscosity and 
γ is the surface tension. Equation (2.23) describes the stress balance of the pressure difference, 
viscous stress and surface tension. The bubble pressure pB includes partial pressure of saturated 
vapor psat, which is provided as a constant, and partial pressure of gas pg which changes according 
to the polytrophic law (Plesset & Prosperetti 1977)  
3
0
0
b
B sat g
b
R
p p p
R

 
   
 
,                                                         (2.24) 
where
 
pg0 is the gas pressure which will be given as an initial condition,  Γ is the polytrophic index 
of the bubble gas. The last term in Eq. (2.23) is associated with the surface tension, written as 
2
2
2
( 2)( 1) (cos )k k
k
a
k k P
R R

  


    n .                                        (2.25) 
 Substituting the expansion (2.10) for the velocity potential into Bernoulli’s equation (2.22) 
and expanding in terms of the Legendre polynomials, we obtain the dynamic equation of radial 
motion of the bubble, which is associated with the zeroth-order Legendre polynomial (k = 0) 
2 2 4 2
2
4
4 23 2
0
2 2
c g A b b b b b b b
b b b
b b c c
p p p R R R R R R R
R R R
R R R R

  
  
       ,                    (2.26) 
which is consistent with Fourest et al. (2014). The variation of the pressure at the confinement, pc, is 
given by Eq. (2.9). The transient radius of the confinement is determined by 
3 3 3 3 3 3
0 0 0( ) ( )
l
c c b b b b
c c l
KK
R R R R R R
K K K
    

.                                        (2.27) 
 The dynamic equation of shape mode (k ≥ 2) for the bubble is 
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                   (2.28) 
If the confinement ratio  → ∞, Eq. (2.28) becomes 
2 3 3
3 4( 1)2( 1)( 2) ( 1)( 2)
( 1) 0b b bk k k
b b b b b
R R k Rk k k k
a a k a
R R R R R
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  
      
          
   
,       (2.29) 
which is a well-known equation for the shape oscillation of a bubble in an unbounded fluid (Feng & 
Leal 1997). The detailed derivation of the dynamic conditions Eqs. (2.26) and (2.28) are referred to 
Appendix B. 
 
2.2 Natural frequencies  
Supposing the bubble oscillates around its equilibrium radius at an infinitesimal amplitude 
( ) [1 ( )], ( ( ) 1)beqR t R x t x t    and linearizing Eq. (2.26), we obtain the natural frequency of the 
radial mode 
3
0 1 2 3 2
31 (6 2) 3
1
eq
eq
eq beq beq beq
p K
R R R
  
 
   


 
   
   
,                                 (2.30) 
where / ,  1,eq ceq beq eqR R    is the confinement ratio at equilibrium state. The equilibrium bubble 
radius is determined by 
0
2
g eq sat
beq
p p p
R

    ,                                                                (2.31) 
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where peq is the liquid pressure for the equilibrium state. As /eq ceq beqR R   , we have 0 0   , 
where 0   is the natural frequency of radial mode for a bubble in an unbounded liquid (Minnaert 
1933) 
0 2 3
3 (6 2)eq
beq beq
p
R R
  

 


   .                                                    (2.32) 
For a bubble of constant volume at equilibrium Rb = Rbeq ( beqR = 0), we have Rc = Rceq ( ceqR = 
0), hence the confinement does not change shape. Using these conditions, the shape oscillation 
equation (2.28) becomes: 
 
2 1
2 1 3
(2 1) 1 ( 1)( 1)( 2)
0
( 1)
k k
eq eq
k kk
eq beq
k k k k k k
a a
k R
  
 


      
 

,                     (2.33) 
from which we know the natural frequency of the shape mode is 
2 1
2 1 3
( 1) ( 1)( 1)( 2)
(2 1) 1
k
eq
k k k
eq eq beq
k k k k
k k k R
 

  


   

   
.                           (2.34) 
As /eq ceq beqR R   , we have k k   , where k   is the natural frequency of mode k for a 
bubble in an unbound liquid (Lamb 1932) 
3
( 1)( 1)( 2)
k
beq
k k k
R




  
 .                                             (2.35) 
 
3. Results and discussion 
3.1 Effects of confinement on natural frequencies 
We define the ratio of natural frequencies for confined bubble and unbounded bubble, αk, as 
/k k k    .                                                            (3.1) 
For the radial mode, αk (k = 0) is calculated by Eqs. (2.30) and (2.32); for the shape modes αk (k ≥ 
2) is given as following from Eqs. (2.34, 2.35) 
2 1
2 1
( 1)
, ( 2).
(2 1) 1
k
eq
k k k
eq eq
k
k
k k k


 



 
   
                                    (3.2) 
Referring to Eq. (2.28), we know that the natural frequency ratio αk comes out from the coefficient 
of ka , which is related to the added mass of the oscillatory system. The enlargement of the natural 
frequency of the shape mode can thus be regarded as the decrease of the added mass due to 
confinement. 
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Figure 2 displays the ratio of the natural frequency αk in terms of the confinement ratio of the 
equilibrium radii, /eq ceq beqR R  , for a bubble with equilibrium radius Rbeq = 5 μm, which is a 
typical size in medical ultrasound (Bjerknes et al. 1997). The parameters are chosen according to 
the standard water-gas system with liquid density ρ = 1000 kg·m-3, viscosity μ = 1×10-3 kg (m·s)-1, 
surface tension γ = 0.0729 N·m-1, and polytropic index Γ = 1.4. The equilibrium pressure is set as 
peq = 10
5 Pa. The bulk moduli of the confinement and liquid are given as Kc = 1 GPa, Kl = 2.2 GPa, 
respectively and the effective bulk modulus for the system as K = 0.7 GPa (Vincent et al. 2014).  
As shown in Fig. 2(a), the natural frequency for the radial mode (k = 0) when βeq < 5 is one 
order of magnitude larger than that without confinement, and decreases rapidly with βeq. Similarly, 
the frequencies for shape modes (k ≥ 2) increase due to the confinement and decrease with βeq (Fig. 
2(b)). The enlargement ratio of the natural frequency of shape mode is relatively small but still 
appreciable. In the present case, the detuning of the natural frequency is 10% due to confinement if 
the ratio βeq is around 2.5. The change of the natural frequency due to the confinement is less than 1% 
when βeq   88 for spherical mode, k = 0, and βeq   5 for shape mode, k = 2, respectively.  
As a bubble oscillates in water in a cavity, it causes compression and expansion of the water 
and the cavity boundary. The bulk modulus of water and the confinement are large. The stiffness of 
a confined bubble system thus increases significantly compared to an unconfined bubble. As a 
result, the frequency of the radial or volume oscillation of a confined bubble increases significantly. 
The frequency of the shape mode increases at a much smaller amplitude, since it is associated with 
the second order change of the bubble volume (see Eq. (2.2)).  
In addition, the influence of confinement on the natural frequency decreases with mode 
number k, as shown in Figs. 2(b & c). According to Eq. (2.1), k is substantially the wave number 
along the bubble surface. As k increases, the wavelength decreases, so does its ratio to the 
characteristic length of confinement Rc. As a result, the effects of confinement on the shape mode 
decrease with k, being negligible for the shape mode k  10 (Fig. 2c).  
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Fig. 2. Natural frequency ratio /k k k     versus confinement ratio /eq ceq beqR R  : (a) radial 
mode and (b) shape modes. (c) Natural frequency ratio αk versus shape mode order k for βeq = 2, 3, 
4, 6 and 10. Req = 5 μm, γ = 0.0729 N·m-1, ρ = 1000 kg·m-3, μ = 1×10-3 kg (m·s)-1, Γ = 1.4, p0 = 105 
Pa and K = 0.7 GPa. 
 
3.2 Confined bubbles subject to an acoustic wave 
To investigate the resonant mechanism of the surface instability, we consider the oscillation of a 
confined bubble at equilibrium initially subject to an acoustic wave, defined as following 
[1 sin( )]A eq dp p t    ,                                                           (3.3) 
where ε is the dimensionless amplitude and ωd is the driving frequency, which is set as ε = 1 in the 
present section to provide a consistent ultrasound intensity. Table 1 displays the natural frequencies 
of radial mode and shape modes (k = 2, 3 and 4) for the bubble with initial and equilibrium radius 
R0 = Req = 5 μm, which are calculated by Eqs. (2.30, 2.34) or (2.32, 2.35) for β0 = 2.5, 10 and ∞. As 
shown in Table 1, the natural frequencies of shape modes increase appreciably due to confinement 
only for β0 = 2.5, while the natural frequency of radial mode changes dramatically from β0 = 2.5 to 
10 and from 10 to ∞.  
(c) 
(a) (b) 
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Table 1. Natural frequencies of radial mode ω0 and shape modes ωk (k = 2, 3 and 4) for a bubble R0 
= 5 μm,  peq = 105 Pa and β0 = 2.5, 10, ∞. The remaining parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.  
 
 ω0 (MHz) ω2 (MHz) ω3 (MHz) ω4 (MHz) 
β0 = 2.5 94.7 2.85 4.97 7.33 
β0 = 10 9.87 2.65 4.83 7.24 
β0 → ∞ 1.93 2.65 4.83 7.24 
 
We firstly consider the shape instability at radial resonance, for which the driving frequency is 
approximately equal to the natural frequency of radial oscillation. We choose ωd = 10 and 2 MHz, 
which are close to ω0 = 9.87, 1.93 for β0 = 10 and β0 → ∞, respectively.  
The time developments of radial mode and shape modes are shown in Fig. 3. For the cases at 
radial resonance (Fig. 3 (b,c)), the amplitudes of radial oscillations are dramatically larger than the 
ones off radial resonance (Fig. 3 (a,d)). For off radial resonance, the initial disturbances to the shape 
modes damp and shape instabilities do not take place. At resonance, the intense radial oscillations 
lead to the shape instability.  
We observed two types of surface instability induced by radial resonance. In Fig. 3 (b), the 
third-order shape mode dominates since its natural frequency (ω3 = 4.83 MHz) is near half of the 
natural frequency of the driving frequency (10 MHz), satisfying the condition of parametric 
instability 2ωk/ωd  = 1, as mentioned in the introduction as the one-two resonance. The dashed curve 
in Fig. 3 (b) presents the fact that the period of shape oscillation is approximated by twice the radial 
oscillation. This time scale further confirms that the instability is Mathieu’s type (Hilgenfeldt et al. 
1996). The shape instability in Fig. 3 (c) should be the Rayleigh-Taylor instability, because its 
occurrence is accompanied by a violent radial collapse and rebounding at t/(2/d )  8.0, when the 
lighter bubble gas expands rapidly into water  (Hilgenfeldt et al. 1996). For this instability, the time 
scale of surface mode is much smaller than that of radial oscillation, shown as a peaked curve 
(dashed line). 
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                   (a) ωd = 10 MHz, β0 → ∞                                      (b) ωd = 10 MHz, β0 = 10 
 
                    (c) ωd = 2 MHz, β0 → ∞                                        (d) ωd = 2 MHz, β0 = 10 
Fig. 3 Time developments of radial oscillation and shape oscillations of mode k = 2, 3 and 4 for a 
bubble under a driving pressure with p0 = 10
5 Pa, ε = 1, ωd = 10 MHz (a, b) and 2 MHz (c, d) for β0 
= ∞ (a, c) and 10 (b, d). The remaining parameters are the same as in Fig. 2. 
 
 Figure 4 is for a bubble in a smaller cavity, i.e. β0 = 2.5, driven at its radial natural frequency 
ωd = 95 MHz. The radial oscillation is at resonance as expected but the initial disturbance to the 
shape mode does not develop but eventually damps instead. This is because the confinement of a 
small cavity reduces the amplitude of radial oscillation due to the large effective bulk modulus for 
the system, making it insufficient to induce both Rayleigh-Taylor and Mathieu-type instabilities. 
Furthermore, the time scale of radial oscillation deviates from those of shape oscillations, which 
avoids the Mathieu-type instability. In a word, for a small-sized cavity, e.g. β0 = 2.5 in the present 
case, shape instability does not yield even under radial resonance. By comparison, at medium-sized 
cavity, e.g. β0 = 10, confinements modulate the natural frequency and thus change the driving 
frequency that induces shape instability. 
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Fig. 4 Time developments of radial oscillation (blue lines) and shape oscillations of mode k = 2, 3  
and 4 for a bubble under a driving pressure with p0 = 10
5 Pa, ε = 1, ωd = 95 MHz for β0 = 2.5. The 
remaining parameters are the same as in Fig. 2. 
 
         For an unbounded bubble, the surface instability can be directly induced by resonance, with 
the shape mode natural frequency satisfying the parametric instability 2ωk/ωd  = n. This is most 
likely to happen when n = 1 or 2 (Bender & Orszag 1999), noted as one-one and one-two resonance 
by Feng & Leal (1993). The one-two resonance was noticed and discussed above for the appearance 
of k = 3 mode in Fig. 3 (b). Next we try to find out whether the one-one shape instability in 
confinement can be induced, by setting the driving frequencies equal to the natural frequencies of 
the shape mode: ωd = 2.65 and 2.85, which are ω2 for β0 = 2.5 or β0 → ∞, respectively. The cases 
with ωd = 5.3 and 5.7 MHz, which are equal to 2ω2, are also presented. The Mathieu type 
instabilities emerge for all unconfined cases (Fig. 5 a, c, e, g) because the driving frequencies are 
equal or close to a multiple of its natural frequency (2.65 MHz). The time scale of shape oscillation 
is comparable with the radial oscillation. In contrast, the shape modes are stable for all confined 
cases (Figs. 5 b, d, f, h) due to the constraint of the confinement. 
 Figure 6 displays that the shape instability is not induced by the one-two or one-one 
resonance for the case with a medium confinement, e.g.  β0 = 10, whose natural frequencies of 
shape modes are the same as those in unbounded fluid whereas those of radial mode are five times 
higher. The driving frequency is thus far from the resonance frequency of radial mode and so the 
radius oscillates at small amplitude.  
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                   (a) ωd = 2.65 MHz; β0 → ∞                             (b) ωd = 2.65 MHz; β0 = 2.5 
  
                   (c) ωd = 2.85 MHz; β0 → ∞                                 (d) ωd = 2.85 MHz; β0 = 2.5 
  
                   (e) ωd = 5.3 MHz; β0 → ∞                                   (f) ωd = 5.3 MHz; β0 = 2.5 
 
                    (g) ωd = 5.7 MHz; β0 → ∞                                   (h) ωd = 5.7 MHz; β0 = 2.5 
Fig. 5 Time developments of radial oscillation (blue lines) and shape oscillations of mode k = 2, 3  
and 4 for a bubble under a driving pressure with p0 = 10
5 Pa, ε = 1, ωd = 2.65 MHz (a, b), 2.85 MHz 
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(c, d), 5.3 MHz (e, f) and 5.7 MHz (g, h) for β0 = ∞ (a, c, e, g) and 2.5 (b, d, f, h). The remaining 
parameters are the same as in Fig. 2. 
  
  
 
                   (a) ωd = 2.65 MHz; β0 = 10                                      (b) ωd = 5.3 MHz; β0 = 10 
Fig. 6 Time developments of radial oscillation and shape oscillations of mode k = 2, 3 and 4 for a 
bubble under a driving pressure with p0 = 10
5 Pa, ε = 1, ωd = 2.65 MHz (a) and 5.3 MHz (b). The 
remaining parameters are the same as in Fig. 2. 
 
3.3 Transient bubbles in a confinement 
Next we consider the oscillation of a transient bubble which is initially at a non-equilibrium state. 
The initial gas pressure of a bubble with initial radius R0 = 5 μm is set as pg0 = 0.001(p0 ̶ psat), where 
p0 = 10
5 Pa is the initial pressure in liquid and psat = 2300 Pa. Due to the imbalance of the internal 
and external pressures, the bubble collapses initially. We investigate the effect of confinement by 
choosing the initial confinement ratio as β0 = 4, 10, 20 and 40, respectively. The other parameters 
remain the same as shown in Fig. 2. We apply an initial disturbance to the shape modes by setting 
ak (t = 0)/R0 = 10
-4. The time developments of radial and shape modes are shown in Fig. 7. The 
results in confinements are compared with that in unbound liquid (β0 → ∞).  
 As shown in Fig. 7(a), the amplitudes of radial oscillations decrease with the confinement 
ratios. The bubble oscillates at much smaller amplitude for the cases of β0 10. The bubble reaches 
an equilibrium radius smaller than the initial radius for a large cavity, e.g. β0 = 20 and 40 or for an 
unbounded field. The equilibrium radius increases and gets closer to the initial radius as the 
confinement effect enhances. This is because the stiffness of the system increases inversely with the 
cavity radius 
3
0cR  as shown in Eq. (2.9). The initial disturbances to the shape modes for the cases of 
β0 = 4 and 10 damp gradually and do not exhibit transient instabilities, as shown in Figs. 7 (b, c, d).  
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 For β0 = 20 and 40, the radial oscillation is at much larger amplitude and decaying with time, 
as shown in Fig. 7 (a) (the dashed black and red lines, respectively). Fig. 7 (b, c, d) shows that the 
surface instability yields almost instantly around the minimum bubble radius. This should be the 
Rayleigh-Taylor instability, yielded due to the rapid rebounding after the minimum bubble radius 
and the time scale is much smaller than the period of radial oscillation (Hilgenfeldt et al. 1996). The 
radius history for β0 = 40 overlaps with the curve for an unbound liquid (β0 → ∞). However, their 
shape oscillations are not overlapped because the Rayleigh-Taylor instability exhibits chaotic 
characteristics.  
 
Fig. 7. Time developments of radial oscillation (a) and shape oscillations of mode k = 2 (b), 3 (c) 
and 4 (d) for the damped oscillation of a transient bubble. R0 = 5 μm, pg0 = 0.001(p0 ̶ psat), β0 = ∞, 4, 
10, 20 and 40. The remaining parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.  
 
4. Summary and conclusions 
In this paper we extended the classical shape mode theory to a bubble confined in a liquid-filled 
spherical cavity that is fully covered by elastic solid. Assumptions were made that the liquid flow 
was irrotational and that the relationship between the liquid pressure at the cavity surface and the 
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volume of the liquid or the cavity is linear. The evolution equations of shape oscillations of the 
confined bubble are formulated based on the Legendre polynomials. An explicit expression for the 
natural frequency k of shape mode k is obtained as the following: 
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k
eq
k k k k
eq eq
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k k k
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



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  for k  2.        (4.1) 
 Analyses were conducted on the stability and the natural frequency of shape modes of bubbles 
with regard to the mode number, confinement size and driving frequency of acoustic waves. The 
features/phenomena noticed are summarized below. 
The natural frequencies of a bubble increase due to the confinement and this trend is more 
appreciable for the radial mode than the shape modes. This is because the confinement increases the 
stiffness of a confined bubble system in terms of variation of volume, which is linear to radial 
oscillation but second order to the shape mode. The effect of confinement attenuates as the mode 
number increases, as this is associated with the decreasing of surface wavelength and the increase of 
the confinement size in terms of the wavelength. 
The confinement decreases the oscillation amplitude and suppresses shape instability for both 
acoustic and transient bubbles. Radial resonance of a confined bubble happens when the driving 
frequency is equal to the natural frequency of the radial mode, which is an order of magnitude 
larger for a confined bubble than that for an unconfined bubble. For a small confinement βeq =2.5, 
the shape oscillation is stable damped. For a larger confinement βeq =10, shape mode resonance 
occurs when the driving frequency d satisfies both the radial resonance condition, d = 0, and the 
Mathieu relation ωd = 2ωk/n, where n is a natural number. These findings are of great relevance in 
medical application for which the surface stability is important and is usually controlled by detuning 
acoustic frequency 
 A transient confined bubble undergoes stable damped oscillation for β0 10. For β0 20, the 
bubble oscillates at a much larger amplitude, which may lead to the Rayleigh–Taylor instability for 
the shape mode during violent rebounding. 
 For simplification in analysis, assumptions are made that the cavity and the bubble are 
spherical and concentric. Some of the results obtained here are expected to stand qualitatively for 
general cases, including: The natural frequency of shape mode increasing appreciably only if the 
cavity dimension is within 2-3 bubble radii, when the shape oscillation is always stable and damps 
with time; The natural frequency of shape mode should not change significantly due to the presence 
of boundaries when the standoff distance of the bubble to the boundaries is more than 2-3 bubble 
radii. As the cavity dimension is 10 times larger than the bubble radius, the natural frequency for 
radial oscillation is significantly larger and the natural frequency for shape mode remains the same 
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as that for an unconfined bubble; shape instability of a confined bubble can only be activated when 
both the radial resonance and shape resonance conditions are satisfied. 
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Appendix A Derivation of the kinematic boundary condition Eq. (2.15) 
The velocity potential Eq. (2.10) and the kinematic boundary condition Eq. (2.11) are rewritten 
here, 
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Notice the the bubble interface Sb has been defined as
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The gradient to the surface function is  
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where 
1(cos ) (cos ) /k kP dP d    is the associated Legendre polynomials.  
 Similarly, we write the gradient to the velocity explicitly as 
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The second term of Eq. (2.11) is written as 
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Substituting Eqs. (A2), (A4) and (A5) into (A6), expanding in terms of 
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and keeping the terms up to the order of O(ak), i.e. only considering the linear stability of the shape 
mode, we have 
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Substituting Eqs. (A1) and (A7) into (2.11), we obtain the kinematic boundary at the bubble 
interface explicitly Eq. (2.15). 
 
Appendix B Derivation of the dynamic conditions Eqs. (2.26) and (2.28) 
The Bernoulli equation (2.22) for the liquid flow is rewritten as 
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In this appendix, we provide the detailed derivation to the terms related to the velocity potential. 
The terms relevant to the bubble interface will be expanded in terms of  
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  , keeping the terms up to O(ak). The velocity potential has been defined 
in Eq. (2.10). The time derivative to the velocity potential is 
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At the bubble interface,
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At the cavity, 
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The second term in Eq. (2.22) is expressed as 
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According to the expression (A5) and the rule of keeping the
 
terms up to O(ak), the second term in 
the right hand side of (B4) is eliminated. The first term is written using Eq. (A4) as 
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At the bubble interface,
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At the cavity, 
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Equation (2.23) indicates that the dynamic boundary condition on the bubble surface decides plb, the 
pressure of the liquid on the bubble-liquid surface in equation (2.22), and equation (2.23) can be 
transformed into 
2
2
2lb A Bp p p
r

 

      

n ,                                                  (2.23) 
where 
2
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2
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2
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2 ( 1)( 2) ( 1) (cos ).
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         
 
        
 


             (B8)
 
Collecting Eqs. (B2), (B3), (B4) and (2.23), (2.24), (2.25) into (2.22), and making use of the 
orthogonality of the Legendre polynomial, we obtain the dynamic equations (2.26) and (2.28). 
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